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the only people who want to let more people get sick are the
politicians who are only interested in getting re-elected. and thats

the whole point of the movie. theres no sympathy for the
government officials because theyre only doing their jobs. the

story of a virus that begins with a rare disease in korea and then
spreads to europe and the united states is the type of movie that
becomes a box-office sensation. contagion is the latest in the line

of zombie movies that has grossed over a billion dollars worldwide,
from 28 days later to zombieland to world war z. like the classic

action movie, contagion tells an all-too-plausible story, then takes
it in an unexpected direction. as the outbreak spreads, though, the

film becomes a bit formulaic, relying on action and suspense to
drive the movie along. that said, contagion certainly isn’t bad. it

has a number of interesting things going for it. contagion is a good
example of a movie you are seeing for the third time: you know

what’s going to happen, but you still enjoy it. the film has the feel
of a classic, which is what it is. it might be a little too long at 2

hours and 47 minutes, but it has enough twists and turns, with a
good cast and some great performances, to keep you watching. i
wasnt expecting much from the whole storyline. i thought that it
would be a pretty crazy and unrealistic story. i was surprised to

see how deep the whole thing was. it was a world epidemic and i
was surprised to see that most of the people involved werent really

affected by the virus. i couldnt help but to sympathize with the
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korean girls, and the man who finally gave them the chance to
escape. i thought the movie was well-written, the acting was great,
and the storyline was very good. i had to wait for the whole movie

before i can say that i enjoyed it, but i did enjoy it, and i guess i
would recommend this movie to my friends.
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This one caught me off-guard. I mean, who
isnt scared of the flu, right? It has become the
villain of the current season, but, at the same
time, it is a very necessary thing to eradicate.

This movie is all about the dangers of the
virus, the human struggle to survive, and the
worst part, the extreme measures taken by

the government to curtail it. Like every
contemporary blockbuster movie, Flu is full of

colorful musical numbers. The music
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department was led by composer Gang Seung-
woo (Such Sweet Love) and it ranges from the

credible to the silly. The well-documented
disaster flick Handsome But Cute (2010) was
to had him debut as a scriptwriter. With his

themes for the action sequences ranging from
the harsh (Constant Outcry) to the energetic
(Sebastian) and touching (When I was a Kid),
Gang should have a lot to offer, especially if
his work here is any indication. The bright

vocal chops of the main stars further add to
the collaboration, already picked up on the
bass during music video singalongs. No less

impressive is the small but present cast, which
includes more than fifty actors who doyed

what they could to bring some semblance of
life to what could have been a generic action-

thriller. Yet a few would have to step up,
including the thick-skinned, but all-business

Lee Won-suk (Pernod Code), who plays the city
leader trying to direct the mass hysteria. As
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you might expect, this is his best role since the
soundtrack for Apocalypse Now (1979). In

terms of the core story, Flu is exactly like a
typical disaster movie: Outbreak in an area

where the public is not prepared, resulting in
mass hysteria and massive panic. In flu,

however, this is the result of a highly
contagious virus. If you were to ask me to
guess, I would say that this was a practical

decision to create mass hysteria for the
current context, but the failure to properly

introduce the virus and its symptoms makes
this difficult to understand, which is what I

believe was the intention of the creative team.
In any case, the movie does a good job of

keeping the viewer on its toes and there are
some solid action sequences which are

brought together with appropriate music,
especially the thrilling-but-generic chase scene
in the subway. However, there isn’t much of a

wow moment to remind the viewer of the
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extras that have been used in other movies,
such as the army of pig farmers, which only

becomes apparent when you see the close-up.
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